
RADIATOR DESIGNED
FOR GULF CLIMATE  





OUR VISION
To Be A Trusted & Leading Market Player 
In The Businesses That We Choose To 
Compete With, Saudi Arabia

OUR MISSION
We Will Accomplish Our Vision With Speed And 
Commitment Driven By Talented People And 
Innovative Culture

WHO WE ARE
Salama Radiator Factory is among the leading and technologically 
advanced Saudi companies in the field of radiator and cooler 
manufacturing in the Middle East. The company was founded in 1977 
on the vision to become a key player in its market. 

From its founding, the company’s factory has witnessed great 
developmental strides in all areas of production, distribution, 
management and sales, and has succeeded in achieving compatibility 
with various local and international standards in keeping with Vision 
2030.



OUR VALUES
INTEGRITY
DOING THE RIGHT THINGS, THE RIGHT WAY
We always be positive and maintain high standards of our work 
and behavior, treating people with respect, escalate the matter
if it is the right thing to do.

OWNERSHIP
TAKING CHARGE WITHOUT BEING ASKED
We will always offer solutions proactively, speak up on what is 
important for the company, we take charge instead of complaining

       AGILITY
MOVING WITH URGENCY & FOCUS
We always demonstrate urgency with speed, being adaptive to
transformational changes. and simplify processes to drive results.

EMPOWERMENT
AUTHORITY WITH ACCOUNTABILITY
We will always share relevant information to empower people.and 
give and receive feedback, We look at avenues to leverage 
technology.

CUSTOMER DELIGHT
KNOWING WHAT TO FOCUS ON
We will always try to find a better way, anticipating needs and 
issues, with highly responsive towards our stakeholders.



We manufacture a wide variety of radiators to meet the diverse 
needs of our customers.

OUR PRODUCTS 

Radiators for vehicle engines
Salama Radiator produces radiators of different types and sizes 
using both pure copper, and aluminum-reinforced copper for the 
most famous American, Japanese, European and Korean brands 

Radiators for Electricity Generators
In its effort to support the continuing development and expansion 
of the electricity generation sector in KSA, Salama Radiator Factory 
manufactures radiators for electricity generators that meet high 
engineering and technical standards in providing cooling solutions 
for electric power generators and adaptors. 



Radiators for Drilling and Mining Equipment
Salama Radiator Factory produces efficient and durable heavy-duty 
anticorrosion radiators designed specifically for surface-mining  
and open-pit equipment, such as handling, lifting, and drilling 
equipment.   

Radiators for Trains
Salama Radiator Factory has earned great reputation and trust 
among train manufacturers all over the world for its high-quality 
radiators which are used for cooling train engines and in managing 
their hydraulic and fuel systems.  



Radiators for Trucks and Heavy Vehicles
Salama Radiator Factory produces state-of-the-art 
radiators for trucks, buses, and heavy-duty vehicles
designed to withstand high temperatures, corrosion,
and very difficult operating conditions such as motion
and mobility.   

Radiators for Agricultural Equipment
The radiators for agricultural equipment
manufactured by Salama Radiator Factory come
with strong fins designed to withstand the harsh 
environment and high-temperature conditions
typically found in agricultural farms.    



Radiators for Military Equipment
Salama Radiator Factory manufactures highly reliable radiators
for military vehicles and equipment, designed with special
specifications.  





Salama Radiator Factory has built a well-admired reputation among
its major competitors as a leading manufacturer of quality and reliable
products and a provider of integrated maintenance and repair services
designed to exceed both the trust and satisfaction of our clients in
both public and private sectors. 

QUALITY IS IN OUR CORPORATE DNA

To guarantee our products comply with the highest quality standards
in the industry, the company imports the raw material for its 
high-quality finished products from reliable international suppliers. 
beforebeing converted to finished products, the raw materials first 
undergo several stages of rigorous testing and inspections to ensure 
that they comply with local and international quality standards. 

For Salama Radiator Factory, quality is not only a desired goal we
consistently strive to achieve but also a core part of our corporate
DNA. In this regard, the company has over many years, received 
numerous quality certifications and accreditations in recognition of its
commitment to delivering quality products at all times. Salama Radiator 
Factory has also been an active member of the National Automotive 
Radiator Service Association (NARSA) for over 20 years.

QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM

Salama Radiator Factory has received numerous
quality certifications including the ISO 90012008
from reputable international organizations.The
ISO 9001 2008 was later upgraded to the level of
2015:9001 due to the company’s success in applying
additional standards.     



BEYOND SAUDI ARABIA 
Salama Radiator Factory is exceedingly proud
of its high-quality products, which have earned
the company great reputation both nationally 
and internationally. Our products are currently
exported to Morocco ,Tunisia, Sudan, Bahrain 
and Qatar.



OUR NETWORK 
Salama Radiator Factory has a network consisting of eleven 
distribution centers and three maintenance centers, equipped 
with cutting-edge machine technologies to perform 
maintenance, repair, dismantling, and assembly operations on 
all types of radiators.      

Our Branches
Al-Ahsa 
Buraidah 
Dammam
Hafer Albatin 
Jeddah 
Khamis Mushait
Madinah
Riyadh 
Sakaka

Service Centers
Dammam
Jeddah 
Riyadh

Dammam

Hassa

Hafar Al Batin

Skaka

Riyad

Buraidah

Jeddah

Madinah

Khamis Mushait

Copper/Brass Factory
Space: 5K+Sqm

Manufacturing of Copper/Brass  
Truck radiators 
Manufacturing of Genset radiators

Aluminum Factory
Space: 3K+ Sqm
 
Manufacturing of Aluminum Truck 
radiators 
Manufacturing of CAC
Manufacturing of re-coring 
Manufacturing of Plate & Bar Oil 

Industrial Division Warehouse
Space: 10K+ sqm
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